How to Assign a Studio Quiz

Once you have made a Studio Quiz, you can embed it as an Assignment.

Go to Assignments in the Course Navigation Index (A) in the Course you want to add the Studio Quiz to.

Use the + sign (B) to Make a New Assignment in the Category you want to add to.

Add Quiz Information and then click on More Options (C) to edit the Assignment.

Here you are in the Assignment Editor.

Add any information for the students in the Rich Content Editor (D).
Below the Rich Content Editor are the Quiz Settings

In Submission Type, Choose **External Tool** (E)

Then select the **Find** (F) button, and **Choose Arc Sandbox** (G) and then click Select.

This will open your Video Library, choose the Video you have created the quiz with and click on the thumbnail to select it.

Notice the Rocket Icon (H) indicating there is at least one Quiz associated with this video.

**Select Embed Options**

By default, Canvas goes to Standard Embed.
Choose the **Video Quiz Embed (I)** tab.

If you have one quiz made for the video the name will appear in the box.

If you have more than one quiz created for this video select the quiz you would like to Assign (J).

Click the Embed button (K).

Finish creating the Assignment by adding any necessary **Due** dates, **Available From** dates, and/or **Until** Dates and **Save and Publish** (L).

Place the completed Assignment in the correct Module (M).

Student grades will automatically be updated in the Canvas Gradebook.